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 Certified summer cable cars

 Proven top-notch quality

 A unique offering on the mountainside
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TIP: Planai Digital
Discover the Planai folder anew with the Planai Digital 
app: simply open the app, focus your smartphone camera 
on the marked pages in the folder and experience our 
mountain highlights by video!
For download in the App Store or Google Play Store 
(from version iOS 11 or Android 10)

Planai
Digital
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content:
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Hopsiland Planai 
Hopsiland is a real highlight for little ones! High up on the 
Planai they accompany our mascot Hopsi on his journey. An 
abundance of great play stations for swinging, sliding, climbing 
and balancing await along the circular route. Whether it’s the 
marble run, the water features, the Kasalm, the North American 
tipi or one of the many other attractions – variety and fun are 
guaranteed.

NEW: At the North Pole play station a slide, various climbing 
elements and a fun marble run await little explorers. The 
viewing platform at the summit of the North Pole offers a 
breathtaking view into the Enns Valley.

A particular hit with our young visitors: 
• On the competition marble run friends, siblings 
 and parents can take part in a unique duel. 
• At the Rabbit Creek station in the Märchenwiese area 
 little gold panners can search for treasure. 

Hopsiland
Planai
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A richly varied children’s programme provides  
entertainment aplenty
In the summer holidays a diverse daily children‘s programme 
awaits little visitors in Hopsiland. Whether it’s stone painting, 
face painting or the Children’s Olympics – there‘s no chance of 
getting bored with these fun activities!

Hopsiland Planai is served by the Planai main cable car. You will 
find the site map in the cover of this brochure. And by the way: 
There is loads to do in the Hopsi Children‘s Winter Wonderland 
in winter too!
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Arrival, contact & info:
Ascent on the Planai gondola from  

the Planet Planai valley station
Coburgstraße 52, 8970 Schladming

Tel: +43 3687 22042-0  
E-Mail: info@planai.at, www.planai.at
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Bikepark Schladming
Bikepark Schladming on the Planai guarantees 40 kilometres 
of trail-riding fun for novices, more advanced riders and pros.  
Bikers can quickly and comfortably ascend the mountain aboard 
the main Planai cable car.

With its simple curves and an average gradient of 7 %, the 
flowline is ideal for rookies and families with children. 
The route has been extended to the Planai Stadium and is  
13 kilometres in length. 

An absolute highlight for seasoned downhillers is the Jumpline 
in Bikepark Schladming. In the final section seasoned pros can 
also opt for the parallel Monster Jumpline.

The Uphill Flow Trail guarantees a fantastic time riding uphill. 
This route starts at the middle station and runs to the mountain 
station. It can be comfortably tackled with either an e-bike or a 
traditional mountain bike.

Bikepark
Schladming
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Arrival, contact & info:
Ascent on the Planai gondola from the  

Planet Planai valley station
Coburgstraße 52, 8970 Schladming

Tel: +43 3687 22042-0, E-Mail: info@planai.at
www.planai.at

The Bike Area beneath the Planai mountain station is the perfect 
place for novices to start learning mountain bike technique. 
The Bike Area offers routes at three different difficulty levels. 
Seasoned bikers keen to perfect their technique will also find 
the ideal terrain here. Anyone who decides at the last minute to 
cycle can hire all of the necessary equipment locally. 

TIP: Together with the Reiteralm Trails guests can enjoy a 
unique comprehensive mountain bike package in the Schlad-
ming-Dachstein region. A bike shuttle service between Reiter- 
alm and Planai completes the offering (see page 20).
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Bike School Pekoll
THE place to become a bike pro!

At the Pekoll bike school in the Planai Stadium bona fide speci-
alists are on hand to support bikers of all ability levels. Begin-
ners can start out in the Bike Area, where coaches teach basic 
technique. Meanwhile, more experienced bikers can enjoy the 
Flowline. And advanced riders can improve their skills with the 
help of trainers on the Jumpline.

Valley station Planet Planai
info@bikeschoolpekoll.com
www.bikeschoolpekoll.com

Tel.: +43 664 16 58 171

Bikeworld
Everything your heart desires! 

With the right equipment you’re ready to go. Bründl Sports 
Bikeworld in the Planai Stadium houses a shop and a specialist 
workshop as well as offering an extensive range of bikes and 
equipment for rental. 

Valley station Planet Planai
bikeworld-schladming@bruendl.at

www.bruendl.at 
Tel.: +43 3687 23002-20

Bike partner
Schladming
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E-Trial 
Biking with that little extra!

The new E-Trial Park a short distance from the Planai main cable 
car mountain station is not just an experience for seasoned trial 
bikers but also offers a practice site in the Weitmoosalm area 
with three different difficulty levels.

Trialstars - Norbert Pitzer
info@trialstars.at
www.trialstars.at

Tel.: +43 664 39 20 969

Bike Station Planai Mitte
Where the emphasis is on service!

The Bike Station is in the middle station of the Planai main cable 
car. The top-notch e- and regular bikes for hire or purchase are 
perfect for taking advantage of the entire Bikepark. What‘s more, 
there is also a bike mechanic on site during opening hours, ensu-
ring a perfect all-round service.

Bike Station Planai Mitte
verleih@sport-hauser-kaibling.at

Tel.: +43 664 88 45 39 46
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Hochwurzen – 
the mountain with a view
The mountain for lingering awhile 

Enjoy the ascent with the summit cable car and arrive quickly 
in comfort to the departure point for an abundance of hikes 
and the start of the summer toboggan run and of the mountain 
go-kart route. Or perhaps you’d prefer simply to spend a few 
relaxing and pleasurable hours enjoying the stunning vistas 
from the Hochwurzen.

Arrival, contact & info:
Hochwurzen summit lift valley station

Rohrmoosstraße 218, 8971 Schladming

Tel.: +43 3687 22042-622, 
E-Mail: info@planai.at, www.planai.at

Hochwurzen

8
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Hochwurzen Mountain 
GoKart & summer sled run
Summer toboggan runs are ten-a-penny – but only the Hoch-
wurzen offers a summer sled run. The summit cable car whisks 
you up the mountainside in comfort. Here, in contrast to a 
conventional summer toboggan run, you race down the moun-
tainside on a seven-kilometre gravel road aboard a custom-
made “original wooden sled” or a modern go-kart. It’s great 
fun for all the family!
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Arrival, contact & info:
Hochwurzen summit lift valley station

Rohrmoosstraße 218, 8971 Schladming

Tel.: +43 3687 22042-622, 
E-Mail: info@planai.at, www.planai.at

digital
content:
video

Hochwurzen
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Hochwurzen bench trail
Take a seat amid pristine nature 

The summit cable car whisks you up the Hochwurzen. The 
gentle loop, with no significant elevation gains, from the 
mountain station of the Hochwurzen gondola along shady, 
romantic forest trails takes around one hour. There are an 
abundance of rest places with around 25 original benches en 
route. The bench trail is ideal for families!
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The fascination of flying
To the summit and beyond

Fly like a bird, without a motor and without making a sound. 
Anyone can paraglide! With an experienced pilot by your side 
this dream can come true for you too. The starting points are at 
the Planai middle station, the Planai mountain station or, for the 
very brave and only in perfect conditions, from the Dachstein 
Glacier. An exhilarating experience is guaranteed!

The fascination 
of flying

Flying schools in the region:

Aufwind Flying School
Tel.: +43 664 51 69 050
E-Mail: office@aufwind.at
www.aufwind.at

Airsthetik Flying School
Tel.: +43 660 88 77 440
E-Mail: office@airsthetik.com
www.airsthetik.com

Sky Club Austria
Tel.: +43 3685 22333
office@skyclub-austria.at
www.skyclub-austria.at
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Official partner of 
Planai-Hochwurzen-Bahnen
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Eva’s Bergcafé
Planaistraße 56
8971 Schladming
Tel.: +43 664 39 32 847
info@kessleralm.at
www.kessleralm.at

Finale Bar
Coburgstraße 52
8970 Schladming
Tel.: +43 3687 22042-0
info@planai.at
www.planai.at

Lärchkogelhütte
Planaistraße 62
8971 Schladming
Tel.: +43 664 49 63 626
laerchkogelhuette@gmail.com
www.laerchkogelhuette.
jimdofree.com

Märchenwiesen Hütte
Lindenweg 11 
8971 Schladming/Planai
Tel.: +43 664 42 33 823
info@maerchenwiesenhuette.at
www.maerchenwiesenhuette.at

Onkel Willy‘s Hütte 
Planaistraße 45 
8971 Fastenberg/Planai
Tel.: +43 676 310 29 98 
info@owh.at
www.owh.at

Planaihof
Planaistraße 54
8971 Fastenberg/Planai
Tel.: +43 3687 22152
office@planaihof.at
www.planaihof.at

Schafalm
Planaistraße 104
8971 Fastenberg/Planai
Tel.: +43 3687 24600
info@schafalm.at
www.schafalm.at

Schladminger Hütte
Planaistraße 35
8971 Fastenberg/Planai
Tel.: +43 3687 22639
info@schladmingerhuette.
com
www.schladmingerhuette.com

Ski Rock Café
Coburgstraße 52
8970 Schladming
Tel.: +43 3687 22042-0
info@planai.at
www.planai.at

Wieslechalm
Brandweg 21
8971 Fastenberg/Planai
Tel.: +43 3687 23344
info@wieslechnerhof.at
www.wieslechnerhof.at

Cuisine on the mountains
Styrian hospitality at a plethora of mountain huts 

What‘s the point of a hike without stopping to refuel? The  
region’s quaint mountain huts serve fare to satisfy every taste!

Cuisine
on the mountains
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Glacier-Restaurant
Bergstation Dachstein 
Seilbahn (ascent by gondola)
Schildlehen 79
8972 Ramsau am Dachstein
Tel.: +43 3687 22042-820
restaurant@planai.at
www.derdachstein.at

Seethalerhütte
Winkl 18
4831 Obertraun
Tel.: +43 3687 81209
info@seethalerhuette.at
www.alpenverein.at/
seethalerhuette

Hochwurzenhütte
Hochwurzenstraße 61
8971 Schladming/Rohrmoos
Tel.: +43 3687 61177
info@hochwurzen.at
www.hochwurzen.at

Tauernalm
Rohrmoosstraße 208
8971 Schladming/Rohrmoos
Tel.: +43 3687 61672
info@tauernalm.com
www.tauernalm.com
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Simple hikes 
departing from Planai, Hochwurzen and Dachstein

  Planai panoramic circular trail
Enjoy an agreeable alpine hike while finding out about the flora 
and fauna on the Planai. There are many stunning views on 
the gondola ride to the mountain station, the starting point for 
the leisure trail which leads around the summit of the Planai. 
This panoramic trail is suitable for all the family and pushchair- 
friendly. Walking time around one hour.

The “Place of Contemplation” lies directly on the Planai pano-
ramic trail and is a walk-on wooden sculpture in the shape of 
a cross that juts out into the small and idyllic Lake Planaisee. 
Don’t miss this moment of tranquility.

World Championship Trail Planai
This woodland and alpine meadow trail takes in the most 
important sections of the 2013 Alpine Ski World Championship. 
On this approximately 2.5-hour trail from the Planai mountain 
station to the centre of Schladming you will find out interesting 
details and background information about this international 
sporting spectacle.

  Roßfeld nature trail – exploring nature
This easy, wide trail is an extended circuit of the Bankerlweg 
and leads through wooded and root-strewn sections to the 
summit of the Roßfeld. The walk takes around one hour.

  Glacier hike on the Dachstein
An easy high-alpine hike with breathtaking views from the 
Dachstein mountain station 2,700 metres above sea level to 
the Seethalerhütte. This hike takes around one and a half hours.

Hikes
… accessible by
cable car

You automatically receive the Schladming-Dachstein 
Summercard free of charge from all participating accom- 
modation partners in the Schladming-Dachstein region if 
you stay one night or more. It is available from 1 pm on 
your day of arrival. 

The Dachstein is included for two overnight stays and more.
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Planai
Digital

Hikes
… accessible by
bus

digital
content:
video

The Planai hiking buses 
The quickest way from A to B!

In the Schladming-Dachstein region hundreds of kilometres of 
signposted trails amid lofty peaks, mountain lakes and alpine 
huts await you. The Planai-Hochwurzen-Bahnen company’s 
local buses are the easiest way of discovering the region’s many 
delights. As well as regular local services, the company operates 
a total of six hiking bus lines to the starting and end points 
of popular hikes and tours. Combi tickets are also available 
which entitle the holder to use both cable cars and hiking buses.  
For cross-mountain hikes it is necessary to reserve the return 
bus journey. This can be done at the cable car box office or on 
the journey by hiking bus to the starting point.

For current schedules and prices visit www.planaibus.at

Use of hiking buses, city buses and local Schladming buses and one cable car trip 
per day* are included in the Schladming-Dachstein Summer Card. 
*Exception Dachstein: Only from two overnight stays and one cable car ascent 
and descent per week.
Our hiking tips are no substitute for tour planning! Please find out in advance 
about weather conditions, conditional requirements and the equipment needed!
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Obertal – Eschachalm
From Schladming the bus travels through Rohrmoos into 
the Obertal valley and to the final stop Eschachalm. Parti-
cularly popular are the hikes to Lake Duisitzkarsee and the 
Keinprechthütte.

Lake Duisitzkarsee hike
This hike leads from the Eschachalm via a hiking trail through 
a high forest to Lake Duisitzkarsee. There is also an alternative 
forest trail.

Keinprechthütte hike
The approach to the Keinprechthütte is via a gently ascending 
trail to the Neualm and on to the Keinprechthütte. 

Obertal – Preuneggtal valley mountain crossings
From the Eschachalm in the Obertal valley to Lake Duisitzkarsee 
the trail leads past the Giglach lakes to the Ursprungalm in  
the Preuneggtal. 
Or: From the Hopfriesen stop a mountain trail leads via the 
Giglach lakes to the Ursprungalm. (For experienced hikers!)

digital
content:
video

Untertal – Riesach waterfall
The Riesach waterfall in the Untertal valley can be easily 
reached with the hiking bus. There are several stops en route 
through the valley where hikers can board or alight. At the  
destination there are many hiking options.

“Durch die Höll” alpine trail
This alpine trail leads past the Riesach waterfall to Lake 
Riesachsee. The highlight is a 50-metre-long suspension  
bridge. This route is not suitable for infants and dogs! An alter-
native route is the ascent via the forest road.

Hike to the Gollinghütte
From the Riesach waterfall guesthouse the trail leads into the 
valley to the material cable car at the Gollinghütte. From here 
follow the hiking trail as it winds up to the Gollinghütte.
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Wanderungen
… accessible by
bus

Preuneggtal-Ursprungalm
From Schladming the hiking bus travels via Rohrmoos into 
the Preuneggtal valley and on to the Ursprungalm. Here there 
are myriad opportunities to explore this idyllic valley. A small 
circular trail is ideal for a stroll and the Giglach lakes are 
reached via a hiking trail. For experienced walkers there is an 
opportunity to cross the mountain into the next valley.

Giglachsee hike
From the Ursprungalm a generally flat alpine trail with several 
steeper sections leads to the beautifully situated Giglach lakes. 
The approximately 30-minute circuit of the lower Giglach lake 
is well worth experiencing.

Preuneggtal – Obertal mountain crossing
For experienced hikers the route from the Ursprungalm via the 
Giglach lake to Lake Duisitzkarsee and on to the Eschachalm 
is highly recommended. The return trip can be made with the 
Obertal-Eschachalm bus.  

By bike & hiking bus to  
the Reiteralm
With this bus you can easily travel with or without a bike from 
Schladming via the Hochwurzen summit cable car 
valley station to the Reiteralm Preunegg Jet. The 
bike trailer can accommodate 12 bikes, allowing 
cyclists to switch easily between Schlad-
ming and the Reiteralm trails. 

Tip: An  
abundance  

of hikes on the 
Reiteralm!

20
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Seewigtal – Steir. Bodensee
The Seewigtal valley and therefore the Styrian Bodensee are 
also easily reached with the hiking bus. This line runs from 
Schladming via „Haus im Ennstal“ valley to the car park at 
Styrian Lake Constance, from where there are several hiking 
options. The classic is the barrier-free 20-minute trail to Styrian 
Bodensee.

Styrian Bodensee – Lake Hüttensee 
(Hans Wödl Hütte) hike
This hike initially leads via a simple alpine road to the Styrian 
Bodensee, around half of which the trail leads. From there it 
continues uphill to the waterfall and on to Lake Hüttensee. 
Three lakes tour extension: From Lake Hüttensee the trail 
leads behind the Hans Wödl Hütte via grass-covered terraces 
up to Lake Obersee. 

Cross-mountain hike:
Lake Hüttensee – Hauser Kaibling
For experienced hikers with plenty of stamina there is the 
option of walking from Lake Hüttensee towards Höchstein to 
the turquoise-coloured Lake Moaralmsee. From there 
the trail continues on the Hauser Kaibling. Cable 
cars whisk you in comfort into the valley to  
the bus stop.
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Forstautal – Vögeialm
The excursion bus from Schladming to the Vögeialm in the 
Forstautal Valley is ideal for cross-mountain hikes to the 
Ursprungalm and the Giglach lakes. There is also a wide variety 
of hikes through the wonderful alpine flora, which features 
numerous small streams. 

Vögeialm – Lake Oberhüttensee hike
From the Vögeialm a fairly steep road leads to the picturesque 
Lake Oberhüttensee. There is also an alpine trail, which leads 
via meadows along the stream and through the forest to the lake. 

Lake Oberhüttensee – Ursprungalm crossings
There are several options for reaching the Ursprungalm from 
the Vögeialm. However, these involve traversing alpine terrain 
and require a head for heights and surefootedness. The simplest 
option leads via Lake Oberhüttensee to the Akar wind gap, 
descending to the Ursprungalm past the Giglach lakes.

Wanderungen
… accessible by
bus

22
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Alpine hiking tips
Tour 1: Giglach crossing
Departure point: Ursprungalm hut

TIP: take the hiking bus from Schladming/Rohrmoos

Walking time: Lake Giglach approx. 1.5 hours
Extended routes: Knappenweg trail – Hopfriesen + 
approx. 2.5 hours
Lake Duisitzkar – Eschachalm hut + approx. 3.5 hours
Rotmandlscharte – Keinprechthütte hut – Eschachalm hut 
+ approx. 5.5 hours

2
Tour 2: Hochwurzen-high trail
Departure point: Hochwurzen summit lift mountain station

Walking time: Lake Giglach around six hours
Extended routes: Knappenweg trail – Hopfriesen + 
approx. 2.5 hours
Descent from the Giglach lakes to the Ursprungalm hut + 
approx. one hour

3
Tour 3: Ursprungalm hut-Hochwurzen
Departure point:Ursprungalm hut

Walking time: approx. four hours

TIP: take the Hochwurzen summit lift back to the valley

4 Tour 4: Planai high trail
Departure point: Planai-mountain station – Preintaler-
hütte hut – Untertal

Walking time: approx. nine hours

5
Tour 5: The famous Klafferkessel cirque
Departure point: Rohrmoos-Untertal

Walking time: approx. 11 hours

6 Tour 6: Wilde Wasser
Deptarture point: Schladming (Kraiter car park)

Walking time: approx. five hours to Lake Riesach

TIPP: Take the hiking bus to the Wilde Wasser stop. It takes 
approx. 1.5 hours to hike from the bus stop to Riesach

1

Schladming-Dachstein
Tourismusmarketing GmbH 
Tel.: +43 3687 23 310
E-Mail: info@schladming-dachstein.at
www.schladming-dachstein.at
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!!

The perfect vista 
The Dachstein panorama gondola.

The ascent up the Dachstein alone aboard the panorama  
gondola is a memorable experience. In just six minutes you 
ascend 1,000 metres in a gondola built mainly of glass from 
which the Dachstein Massif seems close enough to touch.  
A balcony on the rooftop of a gondola provides that authentic 
“convertible” feeling.

Address:
Dachstein-Gletscherbahn
Schildlehen 79, 8972 Ramsau am Dachstein

The Dachstein glacier lift valley station can be reached via  
Schladming, Ramsau am Dachstein and Filzmoos.

Contact:
Tel.: +43 3687 22042-800 | E-Mail: dachstein@planai.at

Opening times 2023:
May 13th til July 7th: Daily from 7:50 a.m. to 5:10 p.m.
July 8th til September 5th: Daily from 7:50 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

The Dachstein Glacier cable car will be closed for refurbish-
ment work from 6 September 2023 until approximately  
the beginning of May 2024. Exceptions:
October 2nd til 22nd: Open exclusively for pro cross-country  
skiers (registration at the Sportbüro Ramsau necessary)
December 25th til January 7th: Daily
February 2024 (school holidays):  
Possible opening on certain  
days (without restaurant)

You must reserve your ascent and descent in the  
Dachstein gondola (including with a Sommercard) at

www.derdachstein.at/reservierung

Please note that you cannot use the  
Dachstein gondola without reservation.

Please use the Dachstein Glacier  
scheduled bus, which shuttles at  

regular intervals from Schladming 
 to the Dachstein glacier lift valley station.

Details at: www.rvb.at

digital
content:
video
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Dachstein Ice Palace
A journey to the interior of the glacier

The Dachstein Ice Palace entices visitors deep into the interior 
of the glacier on a very special journey through time. Artisti-
cally carved and beautifully illuminated sculptures lead visitors 
from one “icy” room into the next. The “Up to the mountains” 
exhibition opened in 2022. Topics such as the history of cable 
cars in Austria and the varied flora and fauna in the mountains 
are represented through elaborately carved ice sculptures.

Dachstein

Opening times for and getting to the Ice Palace:
The Dachstein Ice Palace can only be reached on  

the Dachstein panorama gondola (no road)
The Ice Palace is open while the lift is in service 

from 8:30 a.m. to 4:15 p.m.
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Suspension bridge and the 
Stairway to Nothingness
As spectacular as the Dachstein itself.

In 2013 the “Stairway to Nothingness”, which is in a higher loca-
tion than any other suspension bridge in Austria, was unveiled. 
This attraction serves as a glass viewing platform. Built in excep-
tionally challenging circumstances on one of the most extreme 
building sites in the Alps, the Stairway to Nothingness offers 
you unique holiday experiences. Standing 400 metres above 
the foot of the Dachstein Massif, the dizzying downward 
view from the platform is not for the faint-hearted. 
The suspension bridge and the “Stairway to 
Nothingness” are directly linked to 
the Dachstein Ice Palace.
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Experienceexperience
Mauterns wild Moments
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Experienceexperience
Mauterns wild Moments

Exhilarating  
moments on  
the Wilde Berg  
in Mautern
Experience wild animals up close, have a great time in the 
play park or enjoy an exciting ride on the summer toboggan 
run – these and many more “wild moments“ await you on the 
Wilde Berg in Mautern. The chairlift whisks you in comfort and 
with a stunning view to the mountain station at an altitude of  
1,100 metres. And anyone who prefers to remain at ground level 
can take the park bus up the mountainside. At the top a gentle, 
pushchair-friendly path leads through the wildlife park.

An animal world full of adventures
Around 300 wild animals such as wolves, bears, ibex, foxes, 
raccoons and wild cats greet guests of all ages, from kids to 
grandparents. And this year visitors can look forward to meeting 
our new residents Gipsy and King, a pair of two-year-old timber 
wolves from France. Together with our Arctic and grey wolves, 
they complete our “Wild wolf gang”. 

During regular animal feeding sessions visitors gain exciting 
insights into the animals on the Wilde Berg, while the bird of 
prey show offers the opportunity to admire griffon vultures, 
eagles and falcons in action at close quarters. At the children‘s 
farm creatures such as rabbits, goats, sheep and donkeys are 
waiting to be gently petted. 

Eager for action? Then let‘s head to the play park
On the way through the wildlife park yet more attractions 
await the visitor: In the play park you can survey your surroun-
dings from the High Perch while the Moon Swing turns the 
world upside down. In the children‘s play hut little adventu-
rers can enjoy suspension bridges, a tunnel slide and much 
more besides. And this year visitors can also look forward to 
a brand-new attraction: the puzzle hunt with five 
tricky stations.
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Wild treats for the taste buds on the Wilde Berg
With so much going on it’s not just the animals who get hungry. 
In the Steinbockalm restaurant Styrian specialities can be 
enjoyed while enjoying a glorious view from the spacious 
terrace or in the cosy interior. The Bärenstube eatery serves 
sweet and savoury treats, right alongside the valley station of 
the two-seater chairlift, while Mizzi’s Murmelhütte offers deli-
cious snacks to top up those energy levels. 

OUR TIP: Like to celebrate your birthday in a unique loca-
tion? Then the Wilde Berg in Mautern is just the right place 
for you. You can visit wolves, foxes and birds of prey, savour 
a fantastic lunch in the Steinbockalm restaurant and discover 
our slides, swings and much more besides, before racing down  
into the valley on the Meadow Glider toboggan run or a moun-
tain go-kart!

digital
content:
video



www.derwildeberg.at

Arrival, contact & info:
Der Wilde Berg Mautern  

Alpsteig 1 | 8774 Mautern

Tel: +43 3845 2268  
E-Mail: info@derwildeberg.at 

www.derwildeberg.at
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Many routes lead into the valley
There are four different routes back into the valley: The 
gentle options lead through the forest along the footpath or 
through the air aboard the chairlift. Meanwhile, anyone of a 
more adventurous disposition can choose the Meadow Glider 
summer toboggan run or a mountain go-kart as their means 
of transport back into the valley. 

Free admission with the Schladming-Dachstein Summer Card 
and Ski amadé‘s ALL-IN Card Green/Gold.

digital
content:
video
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Legend summer panorama
Planai and Hochwurzen

Valley station
Information and sales point

Legend Bikepark Planai

Buses

Bike gondola

Service-Point

Bike shower

Hopsiland

Huts

Paragliding
Take-off & landing site

Mountain GoKart

Bench Trail

Hiking trails

Giglach crossing

Hochwurzen High Trail

Ursprungalm – Hochwurzen

Planai High Trail

Klafferkessel cirque

Panoramic Trail around 
summit Planai
On the nature trail 
Hochwurzen

Wilde Wasser

Legend
Summer 2023

Bike Area

Uphill Flow Trail

Flowline

Pro Downhill

Rookie Downhill

99 Jumpline

Monster Jumpline

Kessler Line

Stadium Flowline

Jack Lumber Trail

Worldcup Downhill

Downtown Line

Planai bike tour Reiteralm bike tour
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Tourismusmarketing GmbH Schladming-Dachstein
Ramsauerstraße 756, 8970 Schladming 
Tel.: +43 3687 23310-0; E-Mail: info@schladming-dachstein.at
www.schladming-dachstein.at

Ramsau am Dachstein
Dachsteingletscher
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We are a partner company of the Schladming-Dachstein Summercard!
You automatically receive the Summercard free of charge from all 
participating accommodation partners in the Schladming-Dachstein 
region if you stay one night or more.
The Summercard is valid from May 18th until November 1st 2023.

Our partners:

This map is for illustrative purposes only and does not replace 
a hiking map. Suitable hiking maps can be purchased at all 
tourist information offices in the region.

Map: TOURISVIS; Overlays: Planai-Hochwurzen-Bahnen

Dogs must be kept on a lead and muzzled  
on cable cars and buses.

Muzzles can be purchased at ticket offices 
for € 9.50.

on the Planai, Hochwurzen & Dachstein
WINTERHIGHLIGHTS

Skiing
Winter fun and pure 
skiing pleasure in the 
4-mountain Interlinked 
Ski Area. 123 kilometres 
of pistes, 43 modern 
cable car and lift  
facilities, 56 huts. 

Tobogganing
Winter fun on two  
runners on the  
Hochwurzen and  
the Galsterberg.
A special experience  
by day and night.

Children‘s Winter 
Wonderland
A great time is guaranteed  
in the Hopsi Children‘s  
Winter Wonderland on  
Planai. Ideal for little  
novices and non-skiers.

... and much more.

Alpine touring/
On-piste ski touring
Up the mountainside on skis. 
Planai, Hochwurzen and 
Galsterberg offer the perfect 
infrastructure.
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